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I. THE CONTEXT OF RIGHTS 

Recent decades have seen social, industrial, demographic and technological 

change of a magnitude not envisaged or experienced ever before. Social 

change, especially changing family relationships and general community 

behaviour has created a tension about norms of interaction and 

reciprocity. 

Increasing industrialisation has not automatically benefitted all the 

people in the community. Industrial progress has not eliminated poverty, 

it has not ensured that all people are adequately housed, adequately 

serviced with health care, have adequate access to the e1nployment market, 

or receive adequate incomes. 

Demographi~hange has meant J;.Rat we are witnessing high~~-pfoportions of 

elderly peopl~ ... in all soc~ies, greater life expe_9:l2~ at birth and at 
' / / . 

all advanced ag~.f ~~tantial drops in age ~pe6i.fic mortality rates at 

higher ages, higo.,¥<;1,tes of chronici ty, a .stir-plus of women at higher age 

groups, most Awhom,ha,ye no spouse,/.a~;· overall a very diffuse elderly 

populatio <spread aero;~ ... ,!:hirty/6~ .. forty years of life, differentiated by 
·,... /1/ 

age, b sex, by class, by etp{ficity, by spatial location, and by health 

sta s. / ·, · 

/), 
/,,,,,./ '~ 

Technological and scientif'ic:' change has given people more years in which 
//. . . .---

to live, yet it has als6 given them more y~ars in, which to dt~·,.··~rhis 
• ,,/✓ \~ ~,·"""' 

places an enormou~/s'train on our service deI1.very inst:i..ttifions and on our 
/ . ' -

community in~~tive systems. W~~}e life exp~~~r(c:ies have increased, 

the assoc~ed dependencies ar~/Ifiore chronic/·t'.han "•t:i:-ansi tional, and 

familirare less techni~l~y/and emot!;n-r~;;_y able ~·ci••·,~tovide the supports 

requkted. / '", ... 
' 

Our society is very skilled at developing solutions to technical issues. 

We can land people on the moon, explore outer space, communicate or travel 

anywhere. We are skilled in coping with problems with no human ingredient 

at all. We can keep people alive for twenty to twenty five years beyond 

retirement yet we cannot ensure that they can live those years in 
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dignity. We cannot always guarantee their rights in a society in which 

social and technological change moves more quickly than legal change. 

Every aspect of the lives of elderly people is affected by change and its 

social ramifications, from increased consumer activity, through 

electronic banking, through to travel and entertainment, through to 

changing family structure, through to systems and processes of care and 

support for frail elderly people. Protection of the rights of elderly 

people has not always kept pace with the changes. While social and 

technological change is essentially unregulated, responses by governments 

are heavily circumscribed. 

Rights of elderly people can be examined under two general headings -

rights which they share with all other citizens, such as common law rights 

and consumer rights, and rights which arise because of their special 

vulnerabilities, particularly when one leaves one's long standing place of 

residence and moves into a new form of accommodation, accommodation which 

is occupied solely because of vulnerability, whether physical, social or 

economic. 

[~_cof ten stereotypes "!?out elderly y,aople confuse issues about ]CY!f~. 
It is important~ remember ~/m6st-older peo~nmost· indtrstria 

' /// 

countries at least,~re not /&i'"ck, are not disabled, are not desperately ' //" 

poor, are reasonably we~Jt housed and like the locations they live in. 

There are however s):1ri{fi-~'an"~ numbers that do haye/difficulties in many 

areas. Govern~~ and the g~e~,al communi ty>/tnust discard the totally 
/ ~, ,,/ 

inappropria stereotype that older',~gopl)2/are problems, and concentrate 

instead on the problems they have. ;vc?<~q,~ requires good policy 

anal is, strong community resporn~✓~eness a~;d",,very importantly, the 
/ ~, 

e 1.mination or unrealistic, pa~nising and unhelprul stereotypes. 7-- ~"°'-"'¾I 

Respect for and accommodation of the rights of elderly people involves the 

conflict between citizen and group demands for inclusion in the face of 

institutional and group policies which promote exclusion. Many elderly 

people find themselves in situations of actual and potential exclusion 

from a broad range of social allocations, and societal respect. 

Individuals and groups make claims for well being on the state, on their 

families, on employers, on their communities, and the future well being of 
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the elderly population depends on how these claims are presented, and on 

the capacity and willingness to respond, by those upon whom the claims are 

made. 

Claims are made mostly for an adequate income, for appropriate living 

arrangements, and for high quality services. Such claims impact upon the 

whole question of moral responsibilities of political systems to address 

the broader human rights issue, the protection of individuals and their 

property, those indefinable rights of independence and dignity. While a 

Bill of Rights may offer appropriate protections, Australia has no such 

Bill. 

Which claims then should governments address within the concept of the 

elderly person's rights to independence and dignity? Claims for income, 

accommodation and services, as well as for information and inclusion form 

the basis of the need system. 

There are four major delivery systems which can act on these needs or 

claims, the statutory system, the commercial system, the voluntary system, 

and the informal system, and politically and socially we have not been 

able to determine authoratitively, how they should relate to elderly 

people. Finding a moral and financial response in addressing these claims 

by older people recognises that these claims are rights. Focusing 

specifically on these rights, it is the responsibil of our statutory -------·· ---- --------- -------------·-
systems to codify and pro~ect them. The rights in question may be 
_.;;;.----------=----"~'·""~*~--· -" 
by-products of social, industrial, demographic or technological change, 

and the active pursuit of the protection of rights reflects the dominant 

ideology in a society and the willingness and capacity of the authorities 

to respond to claims and interest group activities. 

The elderly population to whom we must respond involves some definitional 

difficulties. When is one old? 

At age 65, a convenient historical benchmark, most people are physically 

healthy and mentally alert. To them the criterion of "old age" is their 

exit from the paid labour force. However, in all industrial societies we 

have seen earlier and earlier retirement, and this for many it is a 

socio-economic rather than a biological criterion which labels them as 

"aged". 
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Increasing numbers of our over 65s, however are over 75, and more likely 

especially at the top end of the age spectrum to need more than average 

levels of support from the community. In addition to economic and social 

dependencies, physical limitations and disabilities become part of the 

lives of many people. 

In essence we have and will continue to have two older populations each 

defined as old with very different and incompatible definitions. One 

population is deemed too old for the paid labour force, and one deemed too 

old to participate physically and emotionally in mainstream society. We 

are facing two explosions - an explosion of perceived uselessness and an 

explosion of care. We are thus looking to protect rights that arise from 

quite different contexts. 

There is no doubt that many elderly people are vulnerable. There are 

physical vulnerabilities and evidence for these can be found in 

epidemiological and chronicity data. The most notable are increasing 

incidence of dementia, immobility and incontinence, and their multifarious 

ramificationsr1any elderly people are also financially vulnerable. In 

general, retirement incomes are insufficient to maintain pre-retirement 

lifestyles and the ramifications of economic vulnerability have numerous 

social consequences. These are addressed through housing and 

accommodation policies, transport policies, taxation policies, health care 

financing, just to mention a few of the areas in which the State tries to 

develop a protective or compensatory infrastructure. The State clearly 

acknowledges the vulnerabilities and responds in accordance with moral 

willingness and financial capacity. The extent that legal rights of 

elderly people are codified and protected reflects the 

legitimacy of the claims made by those people. 
/ 

··- ~· /ctty' 
In this paper I asked to examine ~o"Z~rnment iriil:1at±v7n _. __ 

protecting the 1 rights of eld~;:).ypeople. ,,(his of cour7mmediately 

raises the spectre a, federali~:J}✓, Federalism, es~\entiallr,/a means of 
' / \ / controlling power by d1,vidil)g/ it, creates two ( or m~re)/"spheres of 

jurisdiction. In Austr;h;, responsibility for co~mt~ity well-being is 

caugtit up in the politics oi",{ederalism which sees sh~'tt.s, over time, in ' ,/ ' 
the balance between control and'decision ma)<;ing at the ce,ntre, and control 

' ' 
and decision making in the States':'-\ 'l'he Federal Government\~n Australia ' .·· ' collects about 80 per cent of taxatfoQ revenue. Approximateb~ one third --- ""\ 

of Federal revenues go to the Sta.tes according to complex formri~ae 
', 

I 
/ 
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temAered b9J~11n~-.~~tion~~-y1eas;rern~.~t methods ~Ild--PQl~tical pragmatism. 

The ~~t'~ raise r;ve·~~~i_t:}!~~~J} _____ ~ y)~-iet"Y:"'.-eftg_xe~.finct~ha-J;.cjes: ··-., __ ···-· 

The Constitution gives the Federal Government powers in income maintenance 

(pensions and retirement income} and the power of resources has meant that 

the Federal Government has assumed responsibility·for nursing homes and 

most residential care for elderly people. 

The State Governments, however have a wide range of responsibilities in 

the human services, and have complex legal structures and thus are in a 

position, both legally and politically, to address the rights of elderly 

people, or any other group of people. 

The Federal Government has established a Human Rights and Equal 

Opportunity Commission, and is a signatory to various international human 

rights conventions. In areas in which it provides services it has various 

appeals mechanisms or tribunals should there be a dispute, for example 

over pension matters or immigration of an elderly relative etc. 

The States, on the other hand have a plethora of arrangements, some 

legalistic, some quasi-legalistic and some embedded within the general 

human service structures to protect the rights of elderly people. There 

are arrangements which work well, and others which could benefit from 

improvement. There is a difficulty however in responding to our very 

diverse elderly population, however defined. 

II. STATE GOVERNMENT MEASURES 

All Australian States provide similar services to their elderly population 

although the responsibility for service provision differs from State to 

State. All States however, do not address the same range of rights for 

elderly people. 

In developing a State government perspective one can draw up a catalogue 

of services for older people - legal services through the Public Trustee 

and the Guardianship Board; domiciliary services such as home help, 

occupational therapy and paramedical support; home nursing; educational 

services for older people; recreational services sponsored by the State 

Government; Meals on Wheels; psychogeriatric services through the mental 
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health system; acute hospital care; dental care, and eye care; home 

assistance services (in conjunction with Local Government); housing 
M 0~/ ~~ r ~Ss 

services through the ~using Trust, to name the major ones. Some of these 

have components of Federal funding. In addition the State Government 

provides a wide range of concessions to elderly people, most notably both 

public transport and concessions for vehicle registrations and licences, 

electricity and water concessions, and concessions for local government 

rates. 

The State Government funds the financial deficits to State public 

hospitals which provide a range of services for the aged in additional to 

general hospital services. These include free diagnostic services, 

paramedical services, dental care and "long stay" beds especially in 

recognised country hospitals. 

State Governments provide continuous nursing care for aged persons in 

their nursing homes and hospitals. Some of these facilities also contain 

day centres for the aged which provide extended care services, for example 

occupational therapy and social activities such as handicrafts, films and 

excursions. 

The South Australian (State) Department for Community Welfare provides a 

number of services for the aged including provision of information, 

counselling and recreational activities, visiting and socialisation 

services, and provides funds for non-government welfare organisations to 

provide other services. The Department for Community Welfare also has a 

role in providing emergency financial assistance to aged persons. In 

conjunction with the Federal Government, the State Government funds senior 

citizens centres and funds a range of domiciliary services. 

It could thus be argued that by providing a range of community, health and 

social services, the State Governments are contributing to the rights of 

elderly people to participate as fully as possible in the society, and 

therefore are contributing to inclusion, rather than fostering exclusion. 

This of course is a very general propostiion and may stretch comprehension 

of the notion of rights. 

There are, in addition to the general run of participatory and 

inclusionary State activities some specific mechanisms addressed to 
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protecting the rights of elderly and other vulnerable people. The 

following illustrations relate specifically to South Australia. 

The Commissioner for the Ageing Act (1984) contains measures for advocacy 

for elderly people. The Act has objectives oriented to the enhancement of 

the quality of life of elderly people and the reciprocal enrichment of the 

community in which elderly people live. The Act requires the Commissioner 

to provide policy advice relating to programmes and services for the 

ageing, and in so doing to monitor practices of all levels of government, 

gather data and undertake research, and consult widely. In a nutshell, 

the Commissioner protects and furthers the rights of elderly people by 

providing policy advice, co-ordinating governmental activities and acting 

as an advocate for elderly people and their organisations. 

The Commissioner for the Ageing Act, (an/extract of which is reproduced in 

Appendix I) is the only legislation of/its type in Australia. The 

Government of South Australia has/recognised the vulnerabilities of 

certain categories of people and moved to protect theJr rights within the 

policy arena. In addition to the Commissioner for/the Ageing, South 

Australia is the,griiy State with a Childrens Jrt~;rests Bureau, which looks 
/,/' 

after the ri"ghts of children. It also ha,3fspecial offices dealing with 

people J:?i'l:h disabilities, Aboriginal pebple, people from non-English 

spea),ting backgrounds, women and you/:h. 

The Equal Opportunity Act (1984) makes unlawful discrimination on the 

grounds of sex, marital status, sexuality, pregnancy, physical impairment 

and race, in the areas of employment, provision of goods and services, 

accommodation, sale of land, education, clubs and associations, and 

advertising. The Office of the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, which 

administers this act and Federal equal opportunity legislation in South 

Australia provides a broad range of services, including policy and legal 

advice, community education, publicity and promotion of equal opportunity 

principles and practices, and investigation and conciliation of 

complaints. South Australian equal opportunity legislation does not at 

present provide protection where there is discrimination on the basis of 

age. (Nor is this the case anywhere in Australia). 

The South Australian Government Legal Services Commission provides or 

arranges for the provision of a range of legal services to low income 

people, many of whom are elderly. Assistance is subject to the 
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Commission's guidelines covering the ability to pay and the merit of the 

case, and is given for criminal, civil and family law matters. 

The Guardianship Board, established under the Mental Health Act (1976-9), 

assists persons suffering from mental illness or mental handicap by acting 

as their guardian and ensuring the proper management of their affairs. 

This only occurs, if because of either of these disabilities, a person is 

considered unable to look after his or her own health and safety or is 

incapable of managing his or her own affairs, or in the case of mental 

handicap, for the protection of others. 

The Board is· then able to act as that person's guardian and as well, make 

specific directions relating to medical or psychiatric treatment, medical 

or dental procedures, institutional custody and financial and property 

administration. 

61% of applications to the Board were for people over 50 years of age and 

36% were for those over 70 years. To enable people to make some provision 

against possible future difficulties in financial management, which may 

result from for example, a dementing illness or a stroke, an enduring 

power of attorney can be made. This enables a person to nominate a donee 

while still able to make an informed consent. 

Both the Federal and State Governments have Ombudsmen who are officials 

who investigate complaints about administrative actions of State and 

Commonwealth Government departments and authorities, and Local Government 

Councils. If a person is aggrieved by an administrative action or 

omission, the Ombudsman system provides a simple and informal means of 

having it brought to notice and invest\gated. If an Ombudsman considers 

that an action is wrong, he or she can recommend that it be put right. A 

person may complain to the State Ombudsman about any decision, act, 

omission, proposal or recommendation relating to administration by any 

State Government department or authority set up by Act of Parliament, or 

by any Local Government Council or its officers. This includes any State 

provided service for elderly people. 

The Ombudsman cannot investiage judicial matters, matters in which a 

person has the right of appeal or legal remedy - unless the Ombudsman 

considers it is not reasonable for that person to resort to such actions, 

actions of private persons, businesses or companies, or police actions. 
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The Ombudsman Act (1972) therefore does not attempt to protect a wide 

range of the rights of elderly people, but it does cover significant 

ground. 

,A"' 
The Natural Death Act' (19~3) also enables a person to direct his or her 

intent that extraordinary life prolonging procedures are not to be 

undertaken in the event of a terminal illness. Terminal illness is 

described as any illness, injury or degeneration of mental or physcial 

fa cul ties. .<~,:7~8P~Ilgj,,~,) 

The Residential Tenancies Act (1978) applies to all residential 

that is to landlord/tenant relationships. Rights and obligations of all 

parties are defined and disputes are heard by a Residential Tenancies 

Tribunal. This Act provides protection to elderly tenants faced with 

excessive rental increases, possible evictions or other tenancy matters. 

This system of course applies to all age groups. Retirement Villages are 

by definition excluded from the Residential Tenancies Act and in 1987 a 

Retirement Villages Act was proclaimed to establish the more specialised 

requirements of this form of accommodation. This Act establishes security 

of tenure provisions, minimum information to be given to prospective 

leasees, and a disputes mechanism. Formal disputes are heard by the 

Residential Tenancies Tribunal. 

III. PROTECTING RIGHTS IN SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION 

All of (except the Commissioner for the 

Ageing Act) relate~~-~• as a whole and are not exclusively for 

elderly people Elderly people however are among those who stand to 

benefit and have their rights protected and enhanced. Many of course have 

special needs. Most elderly people in Australia (over 93 per cent) live 

in private residences. However, actual and perceived vulnerabilities 

create a situation where some elderly people move to special 

accommodation. Two such forms of accommodation, Retirement Villages and 

Nursing Homes, cater for very different types of elderly people. In both 

of these accommodation arrangements the rights of elderly people can be at 

risk, and in both of these situations, the State Government has taken firm 

initiatives to protect the rights of residents. 
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a) Retirement Villages 

Australia has seen, in recent years, a growth in retirement villages. 

These are complexes of anywhere from 20 to several hundred high quality 

independent apartments or small houses all occupied by retired people. 

The resident pays a premium of up to $A100,000 (four to five times the 

annual income of the average worker), and in the past there was no method 

of protecting the investment or the rights of these residents. 

Many of the older people who invest in such villages do so in the belief 

that they are buying the house or apartment. In fact many do not 

appreciate the only entitlement that they have is of a licence to occupy a 

particular unit in the village and to use certain community facilities. 

The licence to occupy the unit can be revoked and this can cause hardship 

for the resident. 

The Retirement Villages Act was proclaimed in 1987 and the main objectives 

of the Act are to increase security of tenure provisions for both the 

village and the resident, to increase prospective residents' awareness of 

the issues when considering a contract and to provide mechanisms for the 

resolution of disputes. 

The Act requires that prospective residents be given information which 

alerts them to protections available under the Act. A "plain English" 

version of the Act has been prepared (See Appendix 3) and there is a legal 

obligation on the owners to give this information to clients before a 

contract is completed. A copy of the villages rules must also be 

included. 

This provides residents with information which assists them in their 

decision-making at the time of their purchase and which can be used for 

future reference if the need arises. Increasing consumer awareness of 

rights and responsibilities at the point of decision-making is a necessary 

and valuable community service. 

Dispute resolution has been addressed in a number of ways. Internal 

disputes, such as between residents, and between residents and management 

over day-to-day management decisions have been designated as remaining 'in 

house' and the method of resolution has been left to the organisation and 

the residents. 
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A key feature of the Act is the provision which establishes individual 

security of tenure. Contracts usually contain a provision that the owner 

(or the resident} can give notice to leave. Because there was no 

definition of 'necessary grounds' for terminating residents, it was felt 

that more stringent procedures should be instigated to protect both 

parties. For the resident in particular, this is especially necessary, as 

it is this person's housing security as well as financial interest which 

is often at stake. 

The Act therefore supports a resident's right of occupation that will 

continue until death or by agreement to terminate. If a resident is asked 

to leave and does not want to, the right of occupation can only be 

terminated if the owner convinces the Residential Tenancies Tribunal that 

a serious breach of the contract or of the residence rules has occurred, 

or that the resident is not mentally or physically capable of remaining at 

the village. In the latter situation, formal and appropriate assessments 

would be required. 

Other statutory rights include an obligation on the administering 

authority to hold an annual residents' meeting within four months of the 

end of each financial year. At the meeting, accounts must be presented 

which show income and maintenance charges for the previous year, how these 

were allocated and estimates of income and maintenance charges for the 

following year. This will then provide important information to the 

residents for their own budgetary planning as well as providing 

information on·the financial situation of the village. Increases in 

maintenance charges have been an important concern of residents and this 

provision affords them opportunity to know how to comment and how to plan. 

b} Nursing Homes 

Increasing longevity and chronicity at higher ages gives us a potential 

for virtually unlimited growth in the number of nursing home beds. 

Policies have been implemented in Australia to ensure that admission to a 

nursing home is available only to those who are unable to live 

independently and who have been assessed by a multidisciplinary Geriatric 

Assessment Team as requiring professional nursing care on an ongoing 

basis. 
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Given the high rate of dementia, incontinence and immobility among nursing 

home residents, it is important to recognise that nursing home residents 

are among the most powerless, most isolated and most dispossessed in our 

society. Many of these people are unable to organise and lobby on their 

own behalf. Considerable attention (described below) has been paid to 

ensuring that their rights are maintained, that the services they receive 

are appropriate, and are geared towards enhancing and maximising their 

life chances. It is easy to make regular pronouncements about issues of 

social justice and maximisation of opportunities and rights. 

Policy considerations have to take account of philosophical issues, 

especially of what is expected of our nursing home system. In simplistic 

terms a continuum can be drawn from basis custodial care to holistic care. 

A custodial level of care makes no attempt to maintain function, either 

physical or psychological. It aims to keep patients safe, comfortable, 

fed, clean and supervised. It equates with what has been called "Minimal 

Warehousing". 

A holistic level of care supports quality of life related programs aimed 

at keeping the physical, social and mental capacity of each individual to 

a maximum. A holistic approach to care foctlBes on the positive aspects of 

life, on a state of high resident satisfaction. 

Any choice involves a philosophical stance of what is desirable for our 

older poppulation and ideally a commitment to back that stance with 

tangible resources. As well as providing tangible resources there needs 

to be some substantive product that describes, demonstrates and codifies 

residents' rights in this situation. 

Many residential institutions have a code of practice or a code of 

rights. What should be included in such a code? There should be 

statements which address personal and social issues, physical environment, 

and staff management issues. The Centre for Policy on Ageing in England 

has developed a comprehensive Code of Practice for Residential Care which 

includes some of the following: 
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Residents should have a signed agreement which states the terms and 
conditions under which the accommodation is offered. This reinforces 
the fact that the resident is buying a service and is entitled to 
rights and protections as to in any other such exchange. 

Residents should be able to see their visitors, wash, dress and use 
the toilet in private. 

The staff and management of the home should not become involved in the 
residents' financial affairs. 

Medical treatment should not occur without a resident's or guardian's 
valid consent. 

Residents who are able to look after their own medication should be 
encouraged to do so. 

Medication should not be administered as a means of social control. 

All homes should have a complaints procedure. 

The Australian Federal Government has recently prepared a booklet entitled 

Living in A Nursing Home - Outcome Standards for Australian Nursing 

Homes. In this booklet there are seven objectives and each of the 

objectives has attached to it a set of measurable outcome standards which 

are not dissimilar to a code of practice. 

The objectives are categorised under: 

1 • Health Care 

2. Social Indpendence 

3. Freedom of Choice 

4. Homelike Environment 

s. Pricacy and Dignity 

6. Variety of Experience 

7. Safety 

To take one ex~mple, under Social Independence the sub-objectives include 

freedom to maintain friendships, freedom to manage financial affairs; 

freedom to come and go; freedom to practice religious or cultural customs; 

freedom to maintain obligations as citizens. The appropriate Outcome 

standards propose that residents be enabled and encouraged to have 

visitors of their choice and to maintain personal contacts; that residents 

be enabled and encouraged to maintain control of their financial affairs; 
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that residents have freedom of movement within and from the nursing home, 

and that they be restricted only for safety reasons; that provision is 

made for residents with differing religious, personal and cultural customs 

and so on. 

All of these proposed outcomes involve freedoms and personal values which 

we would never question as applying to people living in their own homes. 

Institutional living has such an enormous impact on a resident's life that 

structures must be created to ensure that their rights are recognised. 

//While admission to a nursing home diminishes the activities of residents, 

V efforts should be made to ensure that residents' rights are not diminished 

accordingly. In reality, rights are restricted by impairment and 

disability, but every effort should be made to minimise any such 

restriction, and certainly impairment and disability should never be used 

as an argument for restricting rights. 

One area in protecting rights is the development of an unequivocal and 

coherent policy on the role of professionals in nursing homes. There 

clearly needs to be a policy on the role of medical practitioners in 

nursing homes, and on the activities of nurses, social workers, 

physiotherapists, etc, particularly as there is potential for conflict 

between their responsibilities and the rights of residents. Work in this 

area is only just now beginning. 

A charter of rights is essential for all residential facilities. For 

information, two such charters currently being used in South Australia are 

listed in Appendix 4 and 5. It should be mandatory on admission, for 

senior staff to spend time with the resident and her or his family to go 

through with them the charter of rights, explaining the rights and the 

obligations. My Office is presently developing such a standard or uniform 

charter of realistic rights and obligations. A code of rights is an empty 

vessel if there is no means by which those rights can be respected and 

enforced. Nursing Homes should be expected to develop procedures for 

dealing with complaints about breaches of rights. 

//~or complaints not able to be resolved within the institution, the State 
// V Government has just last month taken the initiative to establish a joint 

State/Federal complaints mechanism in my Office. We hypothesised that 

many complaints and unresolved problems are of an idiosyncratic rather 
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than a policy nature. Consequently it was argued that mediating procedure 

rather than a formal and legalistic mechanism would suffice. It is hoped 

that the overwhelming majority'of cases can be mediated or conciliated, 

aIJ,d/ only in rare and exceptional circumstances would there be a need for a 

)/{~galistic solution. 

While the complaints mechanism has no power to invoke direct sanctions it 

has two avenues to pursue should mediation or conciliation not be 

~atisfactory. First in an advocacy capacity it can encourage a 

//~isaffected party to seek a common law solution, and facilitate that 
/ V process. Second, as nursing homes in Australia depend on continuing 

government subsidies and on government approval for admissions, failure 

satisfactorily to resolve disputes could involve governments using their 

funding and admitting powers as sanctions. 

,/,,_,,,.,-·~ 

The Federal Government ha~/taken significant initiatives in \~----

codification and prot~)2t:1on of rights of nursing home re_9idents. Not only 
/ /" 

has the Federal government developed the outcome st,9-ncl~rds mentioned above 

(Living in a/W~sing Home - Outcome Standards. v,/:_)-, they have hired teams 
/ / 

of insp7e1:ors to visit all nursing homes w/~nsure that the outcome 

s~etcirds are being met and that t~~;dents' rights are protected. 

While one can establish inspection systems and complaints procedures, and 

develop charters of residents' rights entailing rights and obligations, as 

well as dispute resolution procedures and advocacy systems, it is 

imperative that an important protection of rights will involve the 

provision of appropriate staffing levels to provide the care that is 

required. 

It was earlier suggested that there was a continuum of care which ranged 

rom custodial to holistic care. If there were insufficient or 

inappropriately trained staff then all that could be expected, it is 

argued, would be a level of custodial care. 

All nursing home residents, by virtue of their dependency and 

vulnerability, and by virtue of legislatively enshrined regulations have a 

/right to holistic care as described above in the enumerated outcome 

standards. To take the argument to its logical conclusion the rights of 

residents are being infringed and limited if the staff provided are 

insufficient in quality or quantity. 
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We have yet to resolve whether any potential failure to meet outcome 

standards is an example of infringement of rights or discrimination 

against vulnerable elderly people. 

IV. DISCRIMINATION 

It was pointed out above that although Australia has equal opportunity 

legislation, discrimination on the basis of age does not fall within the 

purview of any of that legislation. While the United Nations has 

recommended that countries consider age discrimination and while countries 

such as the U.S.A. and Canada have passed legislation, there is no federal 

legislation relating to age discrimination in Australia, and State 

Governments are only now starting to consider the issue. --- '-1-0 ~- / 4 

The Government of South Aus~rali::- an Age Discrimination Task 2ce 

which includes the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity and the ~missioner 

for the Ageing. The Commissioner for the Ageing Act (1984) }{sts among 

the functions of the Commissioner "to assess the incidence;6f 
/ 

discrimination against the ageing in employment and to pli~mote action to 
/ overcome such discrimination'' (See Appendix I). 

/ 

/ 
/ 

The Age Discrimination Task Force is presently half way through a twelve 

month exercise in which its brief is to monitor /cige discrimination in the 
/ 

areas of employment, finance, advertising and/accommodation. The exercise 

is intended to make an assessment of the ext~~t of age discrimination 
/ 

practices and following this, a determinayion of the need for governmental 
/ 

action, legislative or otherwise. 

To date the Task Fo.rce is finding eyi~ence of discrimination in personnel 

practices involving older workers. Strictly speaking these are not 
// 

"elderly" people, but older work~rs are being treated unfairly both as 
,/ 

employees and potential emplo7ees. 

Age d~scr~lll~nation _;~n--~e /n as a denial of equal opportunity arising 
from~rrcorrect,,,,,.,:1:-l:,rSumptI ~made about a person's abilities and needs on 

,,,,h-;;/ basis of fheir chronol ;\cal age. It is the receipt by a person of 

less favourable treatment thjn that accorded a person in a more favoured 

age bracket in the sa7"imilar circumstances. Whether the 

'~ ~~·----,......,-'---"~---"--"~------
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discrimination is intentional or unintentional, it is a denial of equality 

of opportunity. When examined on an individual basis many age 

restrictions can be seen to be erratic and unreasonable. They reveal 

incorrect assumptions regarding a person's experience, health, maturity, 

status or finances. 

Numerous reports have analysed and dissected judements and behaviours 

based on such incorrect assumptions and arbitrary determinations. Yet no 

State Government in Australia has made an unequivocal political commitment 

to the introduction of appropriate legislation. 

While principles can be espoused about excluding people from jobs, goods, 

services or provision of credit on the basis of age, there is an area of 

contention relating to whether insufficiency or diminution of access 

constitutes a ground for discrimination. If a nursing home is funded at a 

level which allows only custodial care, are the residents who deserve 

more, being discriminated against? Many countries have seen cuts in their 

public health care systems. As most users of public general hospitals in 

Australia are elderly people, does this fiscal austerity constitute 

discrimination against older people? Some would argue yes, but I would 

argue no. One could not bring an action against any individual alleging 

age discrimination in this type of situation. 

Where there would be grounds, if the legislation were introduced, would be 

in employment practices, training practices, forced retirement, denial of 

credit facilities, unequal payments for similar services (charging older 

people more for motor vehicle insurance is one practice that has come to 

our notice). 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper an attempt has been made to identify certain principles and 

practices, note that claims are made by elderly people and show that many 

of these claims are translated into rights. The response to the claims 

gets tied up in an overall societal response to choices between 

conflicting political objectives and goals, and how they are formulated, 

especially about the perennial disagreements about the permissable degree 

of income and resource inequality. The search for a consensus which 
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ensures the protection of the weak, the vulnerable and the disadvantaged, 

must begin with an understanding of social structure and political life, 

for these are the determinants of our social structures. 

There are both ideological and structural responses to the choices. The 

ideological relate to degree of legitimacy of the claims. The structural 

relate to whether the claim should be met through the public or private 

sector, and if the former (especially in a federal system), by what level 

of government. 

The ~\fitati~;;f Q,~\\a State Go;7~rn1n~rt have b;eri ide~t~fied an~cthe\\f~per 

sho1'1/~d \are~,s ;1n wlii,~,h ini ti~tiyes ha"{.e suscessfulJy q\eeri•.~Il9i"irtc:i,ken \PX. a 

St~fae d9y4~yfu1ent ana:::~~ne J:~J?0~tant ar~.~, age d~s~rimiha tt;n., i;; whicli \ 

thJre is. ~ill a greaf::..dea1. to be done~\ 
\./ 
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